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CodeMeter Security – Watch the full Video – www.wibu.com/cms

New business models for software publishers and device manufacturers

Where the law allows it, mobile use of biometric
search can be conclusive and efficient in identifying
someone and highlighting information the border
or police officer should know about.

As more dependence is placed on biometric verification e.g. on
a mobile device, the more important it is to consider the possibility
of attempts to deceive biometric verification by ‘spoof’ attacks. This
topic is known as presentation attack detection: standards are
being developed in the area (ISO/IEC 30107). Methods of resisting
attack include liveness detection, for example to detect when a
photograph is presented instead of a real person – it is important
to consider the possibilities and develop robust solutions.
Law enforcement such as police and borders typically require
high quality biometric sensors e.g. where a fingerprint will be used
to search a large database; and even higher quality and recording
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It can be critical to establish that someone claiming a particular
identity does not simply know the right credentials registered to
that person (e.g. correct password, security answer and mobile
device), but really is the actual person in question. To do
this, biometrics – linking some enduring feature of the person
presenting themselves to something previously recorded for that
person – can help to authenticate the claim.

There is extensive knowledge amongst biometric specialists on the
technologies and practical methods for effective biometric verification. Mobile use is central to current advances in biometrics: FBI
specialist Jim Loudermilk said at the Biometrics 2014 conference
in London that what is happening with the development of mobiles
is not just taking place alongside biometrics but is at the forefront of the development of the subject.
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Biometrics

• Fingerprint matching on card – EMV and MasterCard
(September 2015). Match on Card means the reference
biometric is held securely on the smartcard; a reader
captures a fingerprint and sends that to the card, which can
confirm whether the biometrics match – no reference data
is disclosed. The same principle can work on a smartphone
(Match on Device), as with TouchID.
• Facial verification – using advanced facial recognition
to confirm that someone taking a ‘selfie’ photograph on a
smartphone matches the person previously enrolled, or
comparing the photo with an authenticated image on a
secure passport chip
• Iris recognition – is coming into use; other modes of
biometric may follow.
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To be effective, electronic and mobile ID solutions have to depend
on strong, trusted means of assuring the identity in question,
considered further below (biometrics and security).

■ Industrie 4.0
■ Smart Factories
■ Embedded World
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• Gov.uk/verify – identity service for online access to UK
government services, supported by several identity providers
including banks and credit agencies.
• Open Identity Exchange (OIX) – promotes good practice
and standards on exchange of identity recognition between
systems.
• FIDO (Fast Identity Online) – publishes standards interoperability between strong authentication devices, enabling the
user to perform secure logon to multiple websites without
having to remember logon credentials for each one. The user
authenticates to their mobile device; the device stores credentials for each site and logs on when authorised by the user.
• SAML 2.0 (Security Accreditation Mark-up Language) –
allows exchange of accreditation credentials between for
example one system where the user is already trusted and
another which he would like to access but which does not
know him. SAML is the basis for single sign on, logging onto
multiple systems with one logon transaction, such as via an
online identity service.
• New individual identity solutions are becoming available.
Examples include goID (HID), Mobile Connect (GSMA),
WorldReach (visa applications) and YOTI.

Mobile solutions such as a smartphone or smart card can
help. Recent devices have included some biometric capability, to
increase assurance on identity and make the process easier to
use. Apple TouchID fingereprint verification on the iPhone 6 and
its link to ApplePay contactless payment was a breakthrough
for mass market; others soon offered similar functions. Similar
developments are taking place in mobile Point of Sale terminals.
Some examples:
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with remembering multiple passwords for online services. We
may not be aware of the secure chip in our passport or bank card;
we are aware that remembering so many passwords for online
access is impractical or leads to insecure practice. Strengthening
the security of these functions on a smart card – an electronic
identity (eID) document – can improve on a purely physical
document or password; combining such functions on a smartphone that we already use for many other purposes – a mobile ID
function – is a logical step, and is beginning to happen. Services
to register an online identity as a central service to access other
functions are also appearing.
Examples of identity schemes, including some discussed at the
Silicon Trust MobileID Forum, are:
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License models:
Single, Demo,
Network, ….

Business processes:
CodeMeter License Central

In its mission to deliver the most secure, unique, and
versatile technology, Wibu-Systems has developed
CodeMeter®, a comprehensive, award-winning suite
of hardware and software solutions for computers,
embedded systems, mobile devices, PLCs, and
microcontrollers that incorporates internationally
patented processes dedicated to protecting the integrity
of digital assets.
With its motto “Perfection in Protection, Licensing, and
Security”, Wibu-Systems supports ISVs and OEMs in their
fight to safeguard the intellectual property of their
applications against illicit and fraudulent use, reverse
engineering, tampering, sabotage, espionage, and
cyber-attacks, while generating new software-feature
based business models fully integrated with ERP, CRM,
and e-commerce platforms.
The unparalleled lineup of hardware secure elements
(USB dongles, SD cards, microSD cards, CF cards, CFast
cards, ASICs) designed to withstand high fluctuations in
temperature, humidity, and vibration, coupled with the
support of all mainstream operating systems and M2M
communication standards makes CodeMeter the ideal
candidate for both brown and green field applications.

www.wibu.com | sales@wibu.com | +49 721 931720
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Shape SHIFTING
the embedded system
BUSINESS

Our Approtect is a game
changer in the ECT business:
Coupling out-of-the-box security with
hardware manufacturing components
will increase user and operational
confidence in the new IoT designs.
Jens Wiegand, Kontron CTO

By Daniela Previtali, Wibu-Systems

Technological versatility
and business model scalability are the
key to a granular implementation of new
security paradigms across all industry
sectors, that will monetize softwarepowered processes.

The Industrial Internet business has ignited a technological revolution and an economic
renaissance that are proceeding at an unprecedented pace. As the McKinsey Global
Institute mapped out the value beyond the hype, they estimated that the IoT (Internet
of Things) has a total potential economic impact of USD 3.9 to 11.1 trillion a year. From
a less visionary and more analytical approach, Ernst & Young has come to an additional
observation: a combination of digital disruption and slow organic growth has propelled
the global Tech M&A to a record Q2 2016, with deals worth more than USD 1 bn.
Academia, governments, and industrial organizations are supporting the shift, but how
can manufacturing stakeholders really get ready and restructure their entire production
and sales organizations to take full advantage of this transformation?

The Hype Cycle of IoT starts with Security
An uncontrolled explosion of data in between cyber-physical
systems expose systems, workforces, and vendors to new
inadvertent risks and malicious attacks. The underlying factor that
should be designed from ground up in the entire infrastructure
is trustworthiness, which the Industrial Internet Consortium
categorizes in five core elements in their Security Framework:
• Security, as the condition of a system that is protected
against unintended or unauthorized access, change, or
destruction
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Oliver Winzenried, Wibu-Systems, CEO and co-Founder

A Solid Security Design Focuses on the
Endpoints
• Safety, as the condition of a system that is safeguarded against
tampering to avoid direct or indirect injury or damage to
people, property, or the environment
• Reliability, as the ability of a system to perform its required
functions for a predefined time expectancy
• Resilience, as the ability of a system to avoid, absorb, or
manage adversarial conditions, and reconstitute full
operation after the incident
• Privacy, as the right of individuals to control what and how
personal information is being collected, stored, and disclosed

While a pervasive security approach is recommended to cover all
points of data input, output, transmission, and storage, in software
engineering the architectural modules that are mostly at risk are
the endpoints; namely sensors, devices, and machines where software is being executed and sensitive data produced, analyzed, or
archived. Two design perspectives can be intermingled:
• Security by Design, where devices are equipped with
configuration options that enable security

• Security by Default, where a certain level of security is
already entrenched in the device
In both cases, you can combine Security by Obscurity, where the
secrecy of the design or the implementation is the main security
component, or the Kerckoffs’ doctrine, which predicates a public
design in which the encryption key is the only element surrounded
by absolute secrecy.
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Smart Manufacturing with Secure IoT-Ready
Components
The case of Kontron, a global leading provider of Embedded
Computing Technology (ECT) is exemplary. Their Approtect is
a turnkey solution powered by Wibu-Systems’ CodeMeter that
performs software encryption and license management in the
brown and green field. Intelligent device manufacturers who
select Kontron for the supply of their IoT boards, gateways,
modules and systems will inherently receive best in class technology for the protection of their technical know-how against
product counterfeiting and software reverse engineering and
piracy. Beginning with the 6th generation of Intel® Core™ processors, all Kontron’s products will be equipped by default with
hardware-based embedded security. A root of trust associated
with a hardware secure element that embeds a smart card chip
from Infineon’s SLM97 security controller family, offers a secure
repository for digital keys that preserve software integrity from
cyberattacks, sabotage and industrial espionage in the form of
tampering.
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IP Protection for ECT Vendors
The implementation of security that Kontron has designed covers
several business aspects. In the first place, they are fully in control
of the distribution of their intellectual property. By protecting
their own multi-layer software stack with Wibu-Systems’ multiawarded technology, their revenue collection will exactly match
the number of active users.

An attack to an Industrial Internet of Things system
typically starts with an attack on one or more endpoints.
And endpoints are everywhere in the IIoT landscape.

Only a physical manipulation of the device where the Kontron
board is mounted will give access to the security component; still,
CodeMeter ASIC won’t easily reveal its secrets: symmetric and
asymmetric (128-bit AES, SHA-256, 2048-bit RSA, or 224-bit

Integrity Check

ECC) encryption keys in secure, non-volatile memory are stored
in the CC EAL 5+, FIPS 140-2 prep, EMVCo Infineon chip; a
controller that comes in a tiny 5x5mm VQFN-32 package, withstands temperatures from -40°C to +105°C, has a virtual clock and
USB and SPI interfaces for easy integration with any CPU module
or system, and has enough storage capacity (1MB, including
Infineon certified crypto libraries) to accommodate thousands of
licenses from multiple vendors.
The software platform supports all mainstream operating
systems, including Windows, Linux, and macOS for PCs,
Embedded Linux and Windows Embedded for embedded systems,
Linux RT, VxWorks, and QNX for RTOS, and CODESYS for
PLCs. All Wind River’s customers that have adopted VxWorks 7
Security Profile, which already includes CodeMeter basic software
protection functionalities, can therefore just purchase a Kontron
CodeMeter-enabled board to avail themselves of the complete
potential of Wibu-Systems’ technology.

Freedom of Choice in Software Licensing

Integrity Check runtime update
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Just like when you purchase a smart phone, you have the possibility to select additional apps that bring customized benefits by
triggering certain features of the same hardware components,
Kontron’s customers will be given full control to decide on the

software features they wish to purchase in a second stage. A bootloader on the ASIC will enable the activation of the license-bound
features directly in the field; even in insecure environments, firmware updates and upgrades and new functionalities can be safely
delivered and installed.

“The IoT is creating a new type of software vendor for whom
LEM (License Entitlement Management) is vital to protect,
differentiate and monetize their offerings” Laurie Wurster,
research director at Gartner

Security as a Service
Kontron is thinking ahead. With the same hardware and software
technology, they can protect the intellectual property of their
customers at the same time. This holistic vision indeed includes
the opportunity to provide Wibu-Systems’ secure licensing technology in a variety of product and service offerings designed for
the automation, avionics, communication, defense, energy, infotainment, medical, and transportation fields, where Kontron has
already established its presence.
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